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Mindful Grieving is a collection of  meditations that emerged during a 
period of  profound loss in relationship.  As they arrived there was a 
certainty that they were meant to be passed along as support for those 
who travel the terrain of  such loss.

This collection includes Traci Manley’s lovely watercolor and tattoo 
images of  the flora that weave their way through the meaning of  these 
meditations.  An invitation to scribe your pondering and reflections is 
offered on each page.

Brant Rogers is a mindfulness trainer and yoga instructor in private 
practice for many years in Hillsboro, Oregon.  He is certified to teach 
Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction, MBSR, by the Center for 
Mindfulness at UMass Medical School.  While offering adaptive and 
therapeutically-oriented instruction for people in his classrooms he also 
develops and delivers Mindfulness Based Resilience Trainings for 
corporations, governments, law enforcement, and firefighting agencies in 
the region.  He also serves as affiliate research and teaching faculty at the 
School of  Professional Psychology at Pacific University.
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Introduction
My dear friend, you are not alone as life burdens and blesses 

you.  It’s a universal experience, it seems.  The American 
psychiatrist M. Scott Peck noted in one of  his books that “life is 
difficult.”  Then he offered the irony that, once we accept that fact, 
our life will be less difficult.  

This is not some newfangled concept.  A couple of  thousand 
years ago the Buddha said likewise that “life is suffering” and that 
there is a path out of  suffering through meeting and working with 
the experience of  it in a conscious way.  Other examples of  this 
wisdom can be found in spiritual practices, art, storytelling, and 
literature across cultures and over millennia.  So . . . you and me, 
we are not alone in our experience of  loss.  It comes with its 
blessings.  Perhaps the most powerful of  these blessings is knowing 
that difficulties can be part of  a full and satisfying life.  I hope this 
collection will encourage you along that path.

These meditations offer some reflections on loss in relationship.  
It’s tempting to confine the term relationship to what happens 
between individuals.  Of  course that’s the context of  this collection.  
But I would like to broaden the conversation to recognize that 
being human is essentially about the relationships we have with 
everything around us: the people in our lives, our bodies, our 
possessions, our experiences, our god, the coffee we had this 
morning, and so very much more. The nature of  these 
relationships is that they will change.  There will be shattering loss, 
ecstatic gain, and periods of  moderation.  Change will be an 
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What could you write here to acknowledge in some way that you allow your life to 
unfold freely and that you allow those around you to be themselves? 
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Vine Maple (Acer circinatum) embodies supple strength in Pacific Northwest forests.  
Bending with the weight of  its graceful and abundant leaves even as it bears the 
burden of  the sweet, abundant rain. During autumn the foliage glows many colors 
as it is allowed to go home and fall to the earth as nourishment for the coming year.  
My dear friend Kristin works sincerely to embody such supple strength in life as 
expressed in this poem, “Allowing.”



Allowing

Here, facing this life

Allowing these brethren to sit with one another

A thousand years embraces this precious moment

Where sorrow and kindness are lovers

And anger dances with tears

Once shunned, longing is now met with affection

Resentment and tenderness hold one another

The unforgivable receives a kiss

Outrage meets itself, transformed

The gentle breeze of  this breath warms the room

Everyone is here

And now I meet you
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Botanical Heartscape: Illustrations
The natural world has always called me with a strong voice.  As a 

child I recall a deep curiosity that pulled me forward into the realm of  
living things.  Eventually this curiosity carried me into early adulthood 
and to academic training as a botanist treading the forests and fields of  
the Pacific Northwest and the Rocky Mountains.  Eventually I would 
explore the jungles, mountains and agricultural marvels of  Southeast 
Asia and Central America.  Plant life became woven deeply into the 
fabric of  daily experience; singular fragrances, myriad colors, elegant 
shapes, ethnobotany, sublime complexity, pulsing communities of  
creatures, and so much more.  Alongside these incredible experiences 
were the rich relationships with the amazing people nearby.  Over later 
decades this passion called less often as the layers of  career, family, and 
other adult distractions tucked this dimension of  life quietly below.    

The shattering of  those layers during this recent and immense loss 
reawakened my passion, memories and interest in the living world.  
Perhaps such awakenings so close to heart are part of  the journey of  
grieving when we are ready.  Perhaps they have occurred along your path 
in your unique way as you have met such difficulties.

The tectonics of  this shift in life moved me strongly 
and without hesitation toward entirely uncharted 
territory.  I was inspired to find a sensitive and extremely 
talented artist, Traci Manley, to help express and weave 
my biography into the botany of  symbolic meaning.  
Though I had never considered the possibility of  such 
an intimate expression, I asked Traci to apply ink to my 
skin and tattoo the images of  these lovely creatures as an 
embodied honoring of  deep personal meaning and 
precious memories of  those people I love.
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There were thirteen of  them, each one woven into 
the memories and stories of  the ones I love and have 
loved most across the years.  Of  course there are 
thirteen meditations in this collection.  Each cleaves 
to the flora inked on my skin and is shared 
as a drawing in this collection.
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